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In Quest for Civil Society:In Quest for Civil Society:
An Interview withAn Interview with
DrDr. N. Nirmal irmal Ranjith Ranjith DewasiriDewasiri

Editors’ Note:Editors’ Note:

Dr. NDr. Nirmal Ranjith Dewasiri is irmal Ranjith Dewasiri is a political activist a political activist andand

academic who has been at the forefront of a number of signifi-academic who has been at the forefront of a number of signifi-

cant movements for democratic change in the country. Duringcant movements for democratic change in the country. During

his tenure as President of the Federation of University eachers’his tenure as President of the Federation of University eachers’

 Associations (FUA) in 2012, academics from around the Associations (FUA) in 2012, academics from around the

country engaged in a three-month long trade union action tocountry engaged in a three-month long trade union action to

demand greater budgetary allocation for education and betterdemand greater budgetary allocation for education and better

 pay for university academics. Tis trade union action was one pay for university academics. Tis trade union action was one

of the most significant criof the most significant critiques of the previous regime. It alsotiques of the previous regime. It also

 generated an important debate about the relation generated an important debate about the relationship betweenship between

the state and education as well as the role of education in Srithe state and education as well as the role of education in Sri

Lanka. Following his decision to step Lanka. Following his decision to step down from the presidencydown from the presidency

of FUA, Drof FUA, Dr. Dewasiri has continued to . Dewasiri has continued to be a leading voice inbe a leading voice in

Sri LankaSri Lanka’s civil ’s civil society movements. society movements. ogether with ogether with individualsindividuals

like the like the Late Rev. Maduluwawe Sobitha Tera of the NationalLate Rev. Maduluwawe Sobitha Tera of the National

 Movement for a J Movement for a Just Society and Gamini Viyanust Society and Gamini Viyangoda ofgoda of PurawesiPurawesi

Balaya Balaya , Dr. Dewasiri was one of the key civil society activists, Dr. Dewasiri was one of the key civil society activists

who supported the victorious Presidential election campaign ofwho supported the victorious Presidential election campaign of

Hon. Maithripala Sirisena. In this Hon. Maithripala Sirisena. In this wide ranging interview, Dr.wide ranging interview, Dr.

Dewasiri speaks to Dewasiri speaks to SSASSA’s Dr’s Dr. Pradeep Peiris on the politics . Pradeep Peiris on the politics ofof

 platform building for civil society movements, the possibilities platform building for civil society movements, the possibilities

and limits of civil society activism in Sri Lanka, and the crisesand limits of civil society activism in Sri Lanka, and the crises

that have informed his decision to part ways with some of histhat have informed his decision to part ways with some of his

 former civil society colleagues. former civil society colleagues.

Let’Let’s talk about s talk about your view on civil society your view on civil society under Goodunder Good
GoverGovernance. Actually I was prompted nance. Actually I was prompted to discuss this to discuss this withwith
 you follo you following your announcwing your announcement on Facebook aboutement on Facebook about
disassociating yourself withdisassociating yourself with Puravasi BalayaPuravasi Balaya (PB) and the (PB) and the
National Movement for a Just Society (NMJS). Can youNational Movement for a Just Society (NMJS). Can you
first explain the relationship you had with these organi-first explain the relationship you had with these organi-
zations and your work with them in relation to the Goodzations and your work with them in relation to the Good
GoverGovernance regime, and the reason why nance regime, and the reason why a year on, thesea year on, these
relations cannot continue as before?relations cannot continue as before?

I didn’I didn’t have a direct t have a direct involvement with PB. I was involvement with PB. I was not a mem-not a mem-
ber of it as such, especially in their decision-making process.ber of it as such, especially in their decision-making process.
I have worked with them. Tey started their work during theI have worked with them. Tey started their work during the
presidential election era. I have attended those meetings andpresidential election era. I have attended those meetings and
cooperated with them on many occasions. Tese includedcooperated with them on many occasions. Tese included
discussions, press conferences, and other things. So evendiscussions, press conferences, and other things. So even
though I wasn’t a member, I considered PB to be a mainthough I wasn’t a member, I considered PB to be a main
organization with which I was involved.organization with which I was involved.

My involvement with NMJS was quite different. I wasMy involvement with NMJS was quite different. I was
a member as well as the formal spokesperson of the a member as well as the formal spokesperson of the orga-orga-
nization even before the presidential election. I was partnization even before the presidential election. I was part
of their decision-making body and handled a significantof their decision-making body and handled a significant
amount of documentation also. With the passing away amount of documentation also. With the passing away ofof
Ven. Sobhitha, however, I thought the movement cannotVen. Sobhitha, however, I thought the movement cannot
be sustained. He was the reason many people had joinedbe sustained. He was the reason many people had joined
the organization as well as the binding force that kept themthe organization as well as the binding force that kept them
together. Witogether. With his passing, those th his passing, those with different agendas madewith different agendas made
it difficult to it difficult to maintain organizational integrity within themaintain organizational integrity within the
NMJS. Tere was more diversity in the NMJS than in PB,NMJS. Tere was more diversity in the NMJS than in PB,
and it was necessary to have a coand it was necessary to have a common factor that helped tommon factor that helped to
negotiate these differences.negotiate these differences.

Before the election, what was the Before the election, what was the main political objectivemain political objective
of both these of both these organizations? Worganizations? Was it just as it just the defeat of the defeat of for-for-
mer President Mahinda Rajapaksa? Or was it mer President Mahinda Rajapaksa? Or was it somethingsomething
else?else?

PB was created in the heat of the election. But NMJS hasPB was created in the heat of the election. But NMJS has
a longer history as well as more long a longer history as well as more long term aims. Shiralterm aims. Shiral
Lakthilaka and Chandrasena Wijesinghe invited me at theLakthilaka and Chandrasena Wijesinghe invited me at the
time of its creation, but I wasn’t really interested. I didn’ttime of its creation, but I wasn’t really interested. I didn’t
say no, just that say no, just that I wasn’I wasn’t interested. I t interested. I think that was a littlethink that was a little
more than four, five years ago. Teir aim I more than four, five years ago. Teir aim I think was not justthink was not just
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toppling the regime. It had a more interventionist functiontoppling the regime. It had a more interventionist function
to it. Tere may have been individual agendas within it, so itto it. Tere may have been individual agendas within it, so it
 was in a way a kind of loose platform on which va was in a way a kind of loose platform on which various polit-rious polit-
ical opinions could be aired. Its main aim was to abolish theical opinions could be aired. Its main aim was to abolish the
executive presidency. Tat’s what Ven. Sobhitha campaignedexecutive presidency. Tat’s what Ven. Sobhitha campaigned
for. But it also for. But it also talked about broader talked about broader topics. Vtopics. Ven. Sobhitaen. Sobhita
 worked with us during the FU worked with us during the FUA strike and had an active in-A strike and had an active in-
terest in educational policy. Ten he invited me to terest in educational policy. Ten he invited me to talk abouttalk about
education at a press conference. Tat press conference alsoeducation at a press conference. Tat press conference also
touched on various other themes like broadening the demo-touched on various other themes like broadening the demo-
cratic space, creating a platform on which numerous negativecratic space, creating a platform on which numerous negative
tendencies that emerged during the Rajapaksa regime couldtendencies that emerged during the Rajapaksa regime could
be freely discussed and debated, etc.be freely discussed and debated, etc.

PB, in contrast, had the specific aim oPB, in contrast, had the specific aim of ensuring thef ensuring the
victory of the common candidate at victory of the common candidate at the 2015 presidentialthe 2015 presidential
election. Ten, after the election, the problem arose as election. Ten, after the election, the problem arose as toto
 what to do next, especially after the general elections. Some what to do next, especially after the general elections. Some
of us worked for of us worked for the Janatha Vimukthi Pthe Janatha Vimukthi Peramuna (JVP);eramuna (JVP);
some others had some others had signed an Memorandum Of Understandingsigned an Memorandum Of Understanding
 with the Uni with the United National Pted National Party (UNP). I have attended andarty (UNP). I have attended and
spoken at meetings organized by them. Tis was before thespoken at meetings organized by them. Tis was before the
election. After the elections, we had to question what theelection. After the elections, we had to question what the
function of these organizations would be, now that electionsfunction of these organizations would be, now that elections
 were over were over. But I don. But I don’’t think there was a great discussiont think there was a great discussion
about it.about it.

My experience is that the two camps in the governmentMy experience is that the two camps in the government
– Maithripala Sirisena and – Maithripala Sirisena and Ranil Wickremesinghe– wereRanil Wickremesinghe– were
in a way reflected in the civil society as well. As in, therein a way reflected in the civil society as well. As in, there
are these two sections in society that are more comfortableare these two sections in society that are more comfortable
 with either Sirisena with either Sirisena’’s side or Wickremesinghes side or Wickremesinghe’’s side. What Is side. What I
observe is that instead of trobserve is that instead of trying to represent the people andying to represent the people and
their concerns, there is a preoccupation in the ruling bloctheir concerns, there is a preoccupation in the ruling bloc
 with internal power struggles, and the civil society r with internal power struggles, and the civil society respondsesponds
to them. In this light, my opinion was that it was difficultto them. In this light, my opinion was that it was difficult
to continue PB and NMJS. New civil society groups wereto continue PB and NMJS. New civil society groups were
emerging, but since emerging, but since they werenthey weren’’t closely t closely associated with theseassociated with these
groups that were in power, they were not really affected bygroups that were in power, they were not really affected by
these dynamics.these dynamics.

If dissolving PB and NMJS was your aim, what is If dissolving PB and NMJS was your aim, what is thethe
reason for breaking away from them?reason for breaking away from them?

Te immediate trigger Te immediate trigger was the South was the South Asian Institute of Asian Institute of ech-ech-
nology and Medicine (SAIM) issue and the whole privatenology and Medicine (SAIM) issue and the whole private
medical school problem. A few days before I pomedical school problem. A few days before I posted thatsted that
notice on Facebook, at a forum organized to speak in favournotice on Facebook, at a forum organized to speak in favour
of SAIM, I noticed some names like Viyangoda, Rathnapri-of SAIM, I noticed some names like Viyangoda, Rathnapri-
ya, Weliamuna, and Ven. Dambara Amila. Of them, theya, Weliamuna, and Ven. Dambara Amila. Of them, the
first three were also part of PB and NMJS. So they were infirst three were also part of PB and NMJS. So they were in
favour of private universities. For me, it favour of private universities. For me, it was a determiningwas a determining
factor because I factor because I am staunchly against privatizing education.am staunchly against privatizing education.
I became part of these organizations while, and first andI became part of these organizations while, and first and
foremost, being a part of this larger fight. Earlier, during theforemost, being a part of this larger fight. Earlier, during the
time of the walk from Galle, we agreed to stand against thetime of the walk from Galle, we agreed to stand against the
commercialization of education. commercialization of education. I don’I don’t think you t think you can makecan make
an overarching agreement like that and then do contradictoryan overarching agreement like that and then do contradictory

things in individual instances. I have seen these individualsthings in individual instances. I have seen these individuals
speaking in favour of private universities in speaking in favour of private universities in public media.public media.
Tat was the main reason why I decided to quit.Tat was the main reason why I decided to quit.

 Y You quitting became significant to me not because of thisou quitting became significant to me not because of this
specific reason, but rather because of the broader dis-specific reason, but rather because of the broader dis-
course on civil society. As you yourself pointed out, there’scourse on civil society. As you yourself pointed out, there’s
a problem in how civil society is understood in Sri a problem in how civil society is understood in Sri Lanka.Lanka.
Tere are NGOs, and those that Tere are NGOs, and those that are not NGOs, are mostlyare not NGOs, are mostly
nationalist elements. So in this situation the organic in-nationalist elements. So in this situation the organic in-
tellectuals – to borrow from tellectuals – to borrow from Gramsci – needed to socializeGramsci – needed to socialize
liberal democratic ideas and norms are liberal democratic ideas and norms are absent for now.absent for now.
But there are enough and But there are enough and more organic intellectuals tomore organic intellectuals to
further the nationalist rhetoric. For me, the further the nationalist rhetoric. For me, the importanceimportance
in the 2015 elections is that it marked the rise of a groupin the 2015 elections is that it marked the rise of a group
of civil society of civil society activists that did activists that did not depend on Wnot depend on Westernestern
funding, but that also did not serve nationalist ends. Teyfunding, but that also did not serve nationalist ends. Tey
also have the capacity to reach out to the also have the capacity to reach out to the grassroots level.grassroots level.
Te political authority would always use its wins Te political authority would always use its wins to secureto secure
its own interests, as is evidenced by the environment theits own interests, as is evidenced by the environment the
current regime has created in which these civil societycurrent regime has created in which these civil society
organizations can no longer operate. How then can weorganizations can no longer operate. How then can we
dream about a Gramscian kind of civil society?dream about a Gramscian kind of civil society?

Civil society is defined in a narrow way in Sri Lanka. TereCivil society is defined in a narrow way in Sri Lanka. Tere
are certain self-appointed representatives of civil society whoare certain self-appointed representatives of civil society who
have the networks, the language, and have contacts with ahave the networks, the language, and have contacts with a
portion of the portion of the political elite. Ten there’s another group thatpolitical elite. Ten there’s another group that
represents nationalist interests. Tey’represents nationalist interests. Tey’re not cre not connected to onnected to thethe
first group, but they had their own networks during the Ra-first group, but they had their own networks during the Ra-
 japakse time. Tey didn japakse time. Tey didn’’t have the backing of donor agencies.t have the backing of donor agencies.
HoweverHowever, they , they were aligned with popular were aligned with popular Sinhala opinion soSinhala opinion so
they had that legitimacy. So civil society is not they had that legitimacy. So civil society is not one entityone entity, but, but
at least two in this sense.at least two in this sense.

If we take the so-called liberal civil society, what I see isIf we take the so-called liberal civil society, what I see is
that their relationship with the grassroots is not absent, butthat their relationship with the grassroots is not absent, but
present in a very present in a very peculiar waypeculiar way. Tey have created . Tey have created a culturea culture
of ‘workshoppersof ‘workshoppers’ who come ’ who come for almost all for almost all the workshopsthe workshops
they organize. Tese people are from the grassroots, yes, butthey organize. Tese people are from the grassroots, yes, but
they don’they don’t really say t really say much about actual much about actual civil society civil society activism.activism.
Tey’Tey’d come for d come for anything. A workshop may be on anything. A workshop may be on humanhuman
rights, AIDS, rights, AIDS, womenwomen’’s rights, s rights, organic farming oorganic farming or whatever,r whatever,
they would they would go. Tat’s their network. go. Tat’s their network. Tey’Tey’re professionalre professional
 workshoppers. Tey get their meals, per diem, travel allow- workshoppers. Tey get their meals, per diem, travel allow-
ance and what not. ance and what not. Tere’Tere’s a whole pos a whole political economy there.litical economy there.
Tere’s a big network like this. It’s not hard to get them downTere’s a big network like this. It’s not hard to get them down
for rallies and other demonstrations. Tese are the samefor rallies and other demonstrations. Tese are the same
faces.faces.

Even for the FUA meetings during the strike they came.Even for the FUA meetings during the strike they came.
Uninvited. Tey sit in front. Ten they appear in photos.Uninvited. Tey sit in front. Ten they appear in photos.
Tis whole cycle delegitimizes the event because everybodyTis whole cycle delegitimizes the event because everybody
knows their faces, especially those knows their faces, especially those who criticize NGOs. Butwho criticize NGOs. But
these people appear everthese people appear everywhere because it’ywhere because it’s important tos important to
secure their funding. Tis is a very bad tendency of the secure their funding. Tis is a very bad tendency of the NGONGO
culture. In terms of reaching out to the people, this is culture. In terms of reaching out to the people, this is reallyreally
bad. Tere are some issues on which certain people bad. Tere are some issues on which certain people shouldshould
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not talk, because they always bring with them the NGOnot talk, because they always bring with them the NGO
aura, and from then whatever the issue, it turns into a NGOaura, and from then whatever the issue, it turns into a NGO
issue. But they’issue. But they’re not sensitive to re not sensitive to that. Tey want to that. Tey want to talktalk
about everything and be everywhere.about everything and be everywhere.

Te problem here is like you said, it is Te problem here is like you said, it is the Sinhala-Bud-the Sinhala-Bud-
dhist nationalist intellectuals who have the legitimacy to talkdhist nationalist intellectuals who have the legitimacy to talk
to the people. Te reception that the to the people. Te reception that the other groups receive isother groups receive is
much less and much more specific. For example,much less and much more specific. For example, Ravaya Ravaya  has has
significantly less circulation compared to nationalist paperssignificantly less circulation compared to nationalist papers
likelike Divaina Divaina . But these alternative groups . But these alternative groups dondon’’t see this t see this as aas a
challenge. Ideally what should happen is these groups shouldchallenge. Ideally what should happen is these groups should
confront their nationalist cconfront their nationalist counterparts. But they don’ounterparts. But they don’t. Teret. Tere
are two negative consequences to this:are two negative consequences to this:

1. Tere is no ideological challenge to the nationalistic1. Tere is no ideological challenge to the nationalistic
rhetoric.rhetoric.

2. Teir own limitations are not exposed2. Teir own limitations are not exposed

 As an example for the second point, the nationalist camp As an example for the second point, the nationalist camp
 with which I constantly engage in the form of deb with which I constantly engage in the form of debates andates and
discussions, criticizes the ‘other’ type of civil society a lot. Butdiscussions, criticizes the ‘other’ type of civil society a lot. But
there is no confrontation from the other side. A main reasonthere is no confrontation from the other side. A main reason
for this is some of their own drawbacks such as for this is some of their own drawbacks such as financialfinancial
irregularities. Tis is used by the nationalist camp to dismissirregularities. Tis is used by the nationalist camp to dismiss
any and all arguments coming from that side. Tis auto-any and all arguments coming from that side. Tis auto-
matically gives a sort of protection to matically gives a sort of protection to the nationalist campthe nationalist camp
and strengthens their argument. Tat in turn encourages aand strengthens their argument. Tat in turn encourages a
counter argument from that side based on democracy andcounter argument from that side based on democracy and
pluralism and so on. So we see two parallel universes devel-pluralism and so on. So we see two parallel universes devel-
oping here.oping here.

If If I may add something herI may add something here, there is another re, there is another reasoneason
why this is hwhy this is happening. Te philosophical framework ofappening. Te philosophical framework of
the NGO civil society comes from classical liberal ideas.the NGO civil society comes from classical liberal ideas.
Tey are also institutionalists. Tey believe in Tey are also institutionalists. Tey believe in proceduralprocedural
democracydemocracy, so they , so they think if you facilitate think if you facilitate the procedures,the procedures,
everything else would everything else would automatically happen. I automatically happen. I dondon’’t thinkt think
they have the theoretical orientation to take discoursethey have the theoretical orientation to take discourse
into due consideration. Mostly what is done is borrowinginto due consideration. Mostly what is done is borrowing
the ideology of the funder for the ideology of the funder for that particular project.that particular project.
Teir democratic struggle ends with the Teir democratic struggle ends with the creation of insti-creation of insti-
tutions. Tey don’tutions. Tey don’t try t try to take their to take their norms down to thenorms down to the
grassroots level.grassroots level.

I don’t think they think that philosophically. Tey have longI don’t think they think that philosophically. Tey have long
been institutionalized. Like the Rajapaksa regime that was been institutionalized. Like the Rajapaksa regime that was inin
power for too long and so got power for too long and so got really corrupt, they also havereally corrupt, they also have
been in the system for too long, thus becoming been in the system for too long, thus becoming very cor-very cor-
rupt. Sometimes they’rupt. Sometimes they’re even more corrupt re even more corrupt than the politicalthan the political
apparatus. Te political apparatus is at least accountable toapparatus. Te political apparatus is at least accountable to
the public. But you can’t even question these people. Wethe public. But you can’t even question these people. We
are entitled ask questions of politicians, but not them. Teyare entitled ask questions of politicians, but not them. Tey
 would say you would say you’’re nationalist, that youre nationalist, that you’’re serving somebody’re serving somebody’ss
agenda. Tey just simply refuse agenda. Tey just simply refuse to answer. If a politician didto answer. If a politician did
that we would have criticized it citing the right to informa-that we would have criticized it citing the right to informa-
tion and all.tion and all.

Teir logic is that the government runs on public mon-Teir logic is that the government runs on public mon-
ey….ey….

I have heard this loI have heard this logic. It’gic. It’s unbelievable! Ten in whose s unbelievable! Ten in whose namename
does NGO money come? Tis money also comes for thedoes NGO money come? Tis money also comes for the
public. Ten even the government can say we got the moneypublic. Ten even the government can say we got the money
from China, so we’ll answer only to China. Tis money isfrom China, so we’ll answer only to China. Tis money is
not given for their not given for their personal projects. Western countries givepersonal projects. Western countries give
this money to be spent on our public. Tat this money to be spent on our public. Tat is such a classistis such a classist
and conceptually warped argument. If we define public fundsand conceptually warped argument. If we define public funds
broadlybroadly, these are public , these are public funds. Tis logic funds. Tis logic actually disqualifiesactually disqualifies
them from even having the authority to speak on these kindsthem from even having the authority to speak on these kinds
of matters. Tey of matters. Tey sometimes very sometimes very arrogantly say that they arrogantly say that they cancan’’tt
do their other work if they have to spend time do their other work if they have to spend time answeringanswering
questions on past projects, and just close the questions on past projects, and just close the topic. Teytopic. Tey
refuse the notion that they’rrefuse the notion that they’re accountable to the e accountable to the public. Tispublic. Tis
field has lasted for about 40 years in Sri Lanka. Tese peoplefield has lasted for about 40 years in Sri Lanka. Tese people
have been there through almost that have been there through almost that entire period. So theyentire period. So they
know how the system works, where the money comes from,know how the system works, where the money comes from,
etc. Teir financial irregularities cannot be etc. Teir financial irregularities cannot be proven becauseproven because
the procedure has been strictly followed. Each cent corre-the procedure has been strictly followed. Each cent corre-
sponds to some line item.sponds to some line item.

Sometimes they burn money on publications that are Sometimes they burn money on publications that are notnot
donated, sold or donated, sold or disseminated in any waydisseminated in any way. Te publication is. Te publication is
one of their activities. Tere are a number of people involved,one of their activities. Tere are a number of people involved,
all of whom get money out of this, and all of whom get money out of this, and all they have to showall they have to show
for all that is the publication. Tis reminds me of Anthonyfor all that is the publication. Tis reminds me of Anthony
Giddens’ StGiddens’ Structuration Teory which says ructuration Teory which says that when a struc-that when a struc-
ture has been in place for a long time, people ture has been in place for a long time, people identify how itidentify how it
 works and adjust it to fit their needs. works and adjust it to fit their needs.

Tese NGOs also know they face this accusation. TereTese NGOs also know they face this accusation. Tere
is an economy built on this whis an economy built on this whole structure. A structur-ole structure. A structur-
al defect in their design is thal defect in their design is that they are not ideological.at they are not ideological.
Tey are only working for Tey are only working for an ideology given by somebodyan ideology given by somebody
else. If you take the staff, apart felse. If you take the staff, apart from one or two people,rom one or two people,
everyone else is just helping out. So they have librarians,everyone else is just helping out. So they have librarians,
technicians, writers, etc. For them it’s just a job. As atechnicians, writers, etc. For them it’s just a job. As a
result, they’result, they’re not equipped to re not equipped to socialize liberal norms. Sosocialize liberal norms. So
even if organic intellectuals appear, how can we sustain aeven if organic intellectuals appear, how can we sustain a
programme? What is the future? What is the projectionprogramme? What is the future? What is the projection
that you see?that you see?

I know it has to be done, but I don’t know how. Tere is aI know it has to be done, but I don’t know how. Tere is a
challenge non-nationalists face challenge non-nationalists face that nationalists don’that nationalists don’t: Find-t: Find-
ing a non-party space as an agent of political transformation.ing a non-party space as an agent of political transformation.
Nationalists, nowNationalists, now, they used the , they used the Rajapksas to get their Rajapksas to get their thingthing
done. But even done. But even they didn’they didn’t enjoy a t enjoy a very close very close relationship.relationship.
Non-nationalists don’t have this luxury. Te extent to whichNon-nationalists don’t have this luxury. Te extent to which
they can use party politics is limited. Te they can use party politics is limited. Te initial fundinginitial funding
sources were what ultimately corrupted them. sources were what ultimately corrupted them. NationalistsNationalists
have two advantages that this group doesn’t:have two advantages that this group doesn’t:

1. What they say fits with the dominant political fantasy 1. What they say fits with the dominant political fantasy 

2. Tere are nationalist businessmen and other such parties2. Tere are nationalist businessmen and other such parties
that are able and willing to fund these ideasthat are able and willing to fund these ideas

INTERVIEWINTERVIEW
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Non-nationalists donNon-nationalists don’’t really t really have locally have locally based fundingbased funding
sources that they can tap. International funds take this to an-sources that they can tap. International funds take this to an-
other level. other level. So they can’So they can’t actually engage t actually engage with the grassrootswith the grassroots
in any other way than how they do it now which is throughin any other way than how they do it now which is through
 workshopping. So that risks their legitimacy an workshopping. So that risks their legitimacy and makes whatd makes what
they have to say unattractive. Tey have to negotiate thesethey have to say unattractive. Tey have to negotiate these
challenges when they work.challenges when they work.

So according to you, the economy has become the majorSo according to you, the economy has become the major
determining factordetermining factor. Tis is . Tis is in accordance with Marxismin accordance with Marxism
as well. From what I understand, the nationalist proj-as well. From what I understand, the nationalist proj-
ect has its ect has its own economyown economy. Tere are ways and . Tere are ways and means bymeans by
which money which money gets circulated among gets circulated among this crowd. this crowd. ake forake for
instance nationalist, Buddhist sermons. Tat opens upinstance nationalist, Buddhist sermons. Tat opens up
other avenues to them that are not open to other avenues to them that are not open to others who doothers who do
not deliver nationalistically oriented sermons.not deliver nationalistically oriented sermons.

 Y Yes. If we take JHU for example, even if they didnes. If we take JHU for example, even if they didn’’t have at have a
lot of funds, they could still have their meetings at lot of funds, they could still have their meetings at templestemples
and other Buddhist places because they represent a Buddhistand other Buddhist places because they represent a Buddhist
cause. Tese temples are sustained by rich Buddhists, so itcause. Tese temples are sustained by rich Buddhists, so it
doesn’t matter if you as a political party or group don’t havedoesn’t matter if you as a political party or group don’t have
money in your own right. You can always rely on the appara-money in your own right. You can always rely on the appara-
tus that is built tus that is built around Buddhism.around Buddhism.

Do you think Sri Lanka not having experienced anDo you think Sri Lanka not having experienced an
Enlightenment period like Europe has had an impact onEnlightenment period like Europe has had an impact on
this situation? More specificallythis situation? More specifically, does the , does the absence of anabsence of an
Enlightenment era arrest our ability to comprehend theseEnlightenment era arrest our ability to comprehend these
things?things?

I don’t think you can say that we didn’t have an Enlighten-I don’t think you can say that we didn’t have an Enlighten-
ment period. We did, and it was always ment period. We did, and it was always tied to Sinhala-Bud-tied to Sinhala-Bud-
dhist nationalism. Te Buddhist Revival Movement, thedhist nationalism. Te Buddhist Revival Movement, the
opening of opening of Buddhist education institutions, Buddhist education institutions, the the emperanceemperance
Movement etc. are actually part of Movement etc. are actually part of our Enlightenmentour Enlightenment
project. What we have today is an extension of that. Ten theproject. What we have today is an extension of that. Ten the
Human Rights discourse, democracy and all that have comeHuman Rights discourse, democracy and all that have come
up as an anti-nationalist project. Historically since they cameup as an anti-nationalist project. Historically since they came
up as a up as a result of the result of the amil struggle, it was amil struggle, it was anyway destined toanyway destined to
confront Sinhala nationalism. So there’confront Sinhala nationalism. So there’s a s a thick wall betweenthick wall between
the two. Sinhala nationalism at a very early stage identifiedthe two. Sinhala nationalism at a very early stage identified
this discourse as a serious threat to itself, and picked this discourse as a serious threat to itself, and picked a verya very
sensitive spot to sensitive spot to strike back – financial accstrike back – financial accountabilityountability..

 As the last question, January 2015 was a milestone in Sri As the last question, January 2015 was a milestone in Sri
Lanka. An authoritarian trend was stopped by the peopleLanka. An authoritarian trend was stopped by the people
of this countrof this countryy. But the . But the group we handed power over togroup we handed power over to
seem to have a very similar programme. Tis has seem to have a very similar programme. Tis has resultedresulted
in a section of civil society in a section of civil society – that which uses Enlighten-– that which uses Enlighten-
ment language – to retreat. So is it correct to say tment language – to retreat. So is it correct to say that civilhat civil
society now only has a reactionary role, rather than asociety now only has a reactionary role, rather than a
proactive one?proactive one?

No, I don’t think so. My most recent personal experienceNo, I don’t think so. My most recent personal experience
is the reaction I got for my is the reaction I got for my Facebook status update aboutFacebook status update about
quitting. I got a very high number of likes, quitting. I got a very high number of likes, which meanswhich means
that there are people out there who are aware of, and whothat there are people out there who are aware of, and who

take an active interest in these developments. Ten you havetake an active interest in these developments. Ten you have
emerging civil society groups likeemerging civil society groups like Aluth Pa Aluth Parapura rapura , which,, which,
even though they are divided on certain ideological grounds,even though they are divided on certain ideological grounds,
haven’t emerged from the traditional NGO society. It’s a newhaven’t emerged from the traditional NGO society. It’s a new
generation. It would be a challenge to convert them into angeneration. It would be a challenge to convert them into an
organized movement, but that is a organized movement, but that is a prospect. Wprospect. We also havee also have
some intellectuals who are also located outside of the some intellectuals who are also located outside of the NGONGO
 world. So I’ world. So I’m not entirely pessimistic about thim not entirely pessimistic about this.s.

 Another development is that it is now  Another development is that it is now difficult to do bigdifficult to do big
projects. Even the NGO field has undergone a lot of diver-projects. Even the NGO field has undergone a lot of diver-
sification. So there is that much less chance to monopolizesification. So there is that much less chance to monopolize
the funding process like before. Earlier it was controlled bythe funding process like before. Earlier it was controlled by
certain individuals, but now it has changed. So there are a lotcertain individuals, but now it has changed. So there are a lot
of openings like that. So we can have hope.of openings like that. So we can have hope.

DonDon’’t you think t you think that within that within the non-nationalist, non-the non-nationalist, non-
NGO civil society it is best NGO civil society it is best to have as many ideologicalto have as many ideological
conflicts as possible to conflicts as possible to enable progress? For instance, theenable progress? For instance, the
market economy-nationalist economy split will have to bemarket economy-nationalist economy split will have to be
maintained to represent as well as debate.maintained to represent as well as debate.

Te problem with that dichotomy Te problem with that dichotomy is that people is that people dondon’’t knowt know
 what to do with these two categories. Tose who reject what to do with these two categories. Tose who reject
nationalism embrace the market, but those nationalism embrace the market, but those who embracewho embrace
nationalism are also with the market. We want a group thatnationalism are also with the market. We want a group that
rejects both. Tere is space for that with the emergence ofrejects both. Tere is space for that with the emergence of
this new generation that is critical of both. But organizingthis new generation that is critical of both. But organizing
and mobilizing it, as well as getting popular support forand mobilizing it, as well as getting popular support for
it will be a it will be a great challenge. Now if we take the Rajapaksagreat challenge. Now if we take the Rajapaksa
time, the limitations within their nationalism gave rise to atime, the limitations within their nationalism gave rise to a
non-nationalist camp. But the market was its limit. non-nationalist camp. But the market was its limit. It gotIt got
stuck there. Ten opposition to that again strengthenedstuck there. Ten opposition to that again strengthened
the Rajapaksa project. So how do we create a third forcethe Rajapaksa project. So how do we create a third force
in between? But there is space because the limits of bothin between? But there is space because the limits of both
camps have been camps have been marked. For instance, it marked. For instance, it wasnwasn’’t easy for t easy for thethe
Rajapaksa camp to win an election because they were takingRajapaksa camp to win an election because they were taking
an extremely nationalistic line, which made it an extremely nationalistic line, which made it impossibleimpossible
for them to address for them to address non Sinhala-Buddhist constituencies.non Sinhala-Buddhist constituencies.
So that meant that to win you had to get at least 70% of theSo that meant that to win you had to get at least 70% of the
Sinhala-BuddhiSinhala-Buddhist vote. Tat st vote. Tat is not possible is not possible practicallypractically. Tat. Tat
 was the limit of their nationalism was the limit of their nationalism. When you go to that point. When you go to that point
and things get stuck there, people leave the sinking ship andand things get stuck there, people leave the sinking ship and
that weakens the nationalist camp. Ten the space to think ofthat weakens the nationalist camp. Ten the space to think of
an alternative increases. My hope lies there.an alternative increases. My hope lies there.

So to sum it up, So to sum it up, you would argue for a non-nationalist,you would argue for a non-nationalist,
non-market civil society?non-market civil society?

 Y Yes. One that does not sway towares. One that does not sway towards the state, but towardsds the state, but towards
the masses.the masses.

INTERVIEWINTERVIEW


